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Bioprinting: a powerful tool to fabricate
biomimetic tissues and organs
Bioprinting is an important technology in the field of biofabrication that aims to create functional biomimetic structures.
The flexibility, versatility and functionality of bioprinting
enable the fabrication of intricate biological structures by
combining cells, biomaterials or growth factors as printing bioinks [1, 2]. Conventional bioprinting technologies
now face challenges, including the contradiction between the
overall mechanical stability and the biological microenvironment of the construct and the vascularization of the printed
tissues/organs. People have come to realize that it is unrealistic to build fully functional tissues/organs with just a single
material. The complex composition and diversity of native
tissues/organs require more than what a single-material bioprinting technique can possibly deliver [3].

Multimaterial bioprinting
Multimaterial bioprinting technology, therefore as a solution
to the present challenges, enables different cells and biomaterials to construct heterogeneous structures, which may be a
better representative of native tissues/organs. Some attempts
at multimaterial printing have been made for the most common bioprinting methods, including extrusion, inkjet and
light-assisted printing, which have been well categorized
and discussed [4, 5]. We can conclude that multimaterial
extrusion and inkjet printing have the advantages of a simple printing method and reasonably fast material switching
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speed, but they are limited to bioink rheological properties. Light-assisted technology is high in resolution, but
material switching requires a complex mechanism and costs
relatively long time, and the applicable bioinks need to be
crosslinked with a photoinitiator that may have cell cytotoxins. The integration of bioinks with different properties in
the same heterogeneous structure remains a significant challenge for bioprinting to create fully functional tissues/organs
and requires more advanced technologies.

Combination of printing techniques
Multimaterial printing within single fabrication techniques
cannot overcome the limitation of the material properties
of the bioink. To fully explore and make use of the diverse
properties of different biomaterials, it would be helpful to
combine various three-dimensional (3D) bioprinting techniques in a single platform. Very few cases can be found for
the combination of different processing techniques, including a case for the digital light process (DLP) and extrusion
bioprinting [6] and another case for the combination of extrusion and electrospinning [7].

The need for printing with multiple materials
simultaneously
A challenge that most multimaterial printing technologies
face is the construction of complex heterogeneous tissues/organs in a reasonable amount of time. To simplify the
printing process as well as the computer-aided design (CAD)
work, even when equipped with multiple nozzles, the present
approach can either print repeating structures at the same time
or print in a sequential manner. For the manufacturing of heterogeneous tissue structures, it is desired that different cells
or biomaterials in the same layer are deposited simultaneously. This may significantly increase the printing efficiency,
thereby avoiding the reduction in the viability of the cells in
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Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the hybrid fabrication platform for multimaterial (a) and multimethod (b) bioprinting

the bioink due to prolonged exposure to the environment.
Additionally, the adhesion between different materials can
be enhanced, which may also affect the overall mechanical
stability of the construct.

Modular designed platform
for simultaneous printing
To improve the printing efficiency of constructing multilayered slicing structures, some researchers have developed a
multiaxis Cartesian bioprinter with two individually controlled nozzles [8] or used multiple six-degree-of-freedom
(6-DOF) robots that can print in parallel [9]. Although these
methods have the ability to realize simultaneous bioprinting
with two nozzles, they lack the ability to perform the bioprinting simultaneously with more printing methods.
In this report, a manufacturing method of a bioprinter
based on the independent control of multiple nozzles is
designed, which can support the simultaneous printing of
multiple nozzles. The modular design increases the flexibility of the combined printing method, which can be tailored
upon requirements for manufacturing precision or the chosen biomaterials, as shown in Fig. 1. The multimaterial
biofabrication method proposed in this paper is very flexible and suitable for bioinks based on natural biomaterials,
synthetic biomaterials, cell aggregates or composites and
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can accurately reproduce the complex composition of heterogeneous tissues. Due to the modular design approach,
coaxial printing and embedded bioprinting technology can
be easily applied to realize the construction of more complex human tissues/organs. In addition, other nozzle-based
printing methods, such as droplet-based extrusion, electrospinning and other technologies, can be introduced through
modular design to achieve composite manufacturing of process fusion.

Printing demonstrations
With the aforementioned powerful hybrid bioprinting platform, the construction of some complex heterogeneous
tissues/organs that cannot be printed with a single method
in one printing platform can be achieved.
As a demonstration, a full-thickness vascularized skin
patch model and a three-layer tubular vessel model are
printed using the proposed multinozzle-based multimaterial
printing method. As shown in Fig. 2a, the designed skin patch
model can be fabricated by the combination of conventional
extrusion, coaxial extrusion, inkjet and stereolithography
techniques. Figures 2ai –2aiv represent the construction of the
dermis, subcutaneous blood vessels, microvascular layer, and
epidermal layer of the skin patch model. It can be found that
the biomaterials needed to construct the full-thickness vascularized skin patch model are diverse from layer to layer,
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Fig. 2 Construction of multimaterial heterogeneous biological tissues:
a the printing process of the full-thickness vascularized skin patch model
constructed based on the multinozzle technology; b model of the skin
patch generated by printing; c schematic diagram of the three-layer
tubular model and biomaterials distribution; d the three-layer tubular
model under microscope observation (di ), the fluorescent particle distribution of the three-layer tubular model (dii ); e the distribution of

fluorescent particles in the inner and outer layers of the tubular model
observed by confocal microscope; f the activity of smooth muscle cells
MOVAS on the third day/dead staining; g 3D confocal image of a partial
vessel model with endothelial MOVAS (gi ), MOVAS observed under
high magnification (gii )

and the multimaterial bioprinting technology in this paper
has the ability to accurately reproduce the actual skin tissue
model in a reasonably short time.
To better verify the advantages of the method proposed in
this paper in the construction of multilayer tubular biological tissue, a three-layer hollow tube model with a diameter
around 800 µm was designed, as shown in Fig. 2c. Three
different bioinks are used to construct the inner, middle and
outer layers. Figure 2d shows that the three-layer tubular
model constructed by the multiextrusion-based multimaterial
bioprinting technology fits closely, and the inner and outer
vessels are well fitted and maintain a good morphology under
the confocal microscope view (Fig. 2e).

In addition, the cell culture of the tubular model was performed in this paper, and it could be observed that smooth
muscle cells MOVAS remain highly variable after four days
of culture in the constructed model (Fig. 2f). Confocal
microscopy showed that MOVAS could be evenly distributed
on the surface of the tubular model. Under high magnification, these cells were tightly connected to each other to form
a single muscle layer (Fig. 2g), indicating that our simultaneous multimaterial bioprinting method has the potential
to create a multilayer complex structure with high-activity
cells.
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Future perspectives
Multimaterial bioprinting technology is constantly changing with the development of new printing technologies. This
work reports a multimaterial bioprinting method with a modular printing execution unit. Based on the existing bioprinting
methods, through redesign, combined with multifunctional
devices assembled into new functions, and with the change
in printing technology, the printing unit can also be replaced
upon requirements. At present, there are already two combinations of manufacturing technologies for human tissue
printing, composite manufacturing methods based on extrusion and inkjet technology for skin printing and composite
manufacturing technology based on photocuring and extrusion to construct cell-containing hydrogel structures. It is
foreseeable that in the future multimaterial bioprinting field,
composite manufacturing of multiple processes, such as
microextrusion, inkjet, stereolithography and microfluidicbased bioprinting, will be one of the major trends.
In addition to composite manufacturing in the process,
multimaterial bioprinting can be further expanded by using
advanced material concepts, using self-assembled materials to achieve microstructure or biospecific expression.
Studies have shown that self-healing suspensions can be
used and freer fabrication of complex structure in liquid
can be achieved. In addition, multimaterial bioprinting can
improve the current single-material design by sacrificing ink
materials, realizing the construction of multilayer tubular
blood vessels, and introducing stimuli-responsive materials
as bioinks to realize the integration of four-dimensional (4D)
printing in biomanufacturing.
We believe that with such sophisticated simultaneous
multimaterial multimethod bioprinting, fully functional heterogeneous tissues/organs with different cells and delicate
microstructures can be finally printed with relatively high
printing efficiency for tissue/organ transplantation.
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